Selling Points - AMCO G2 Wheel Offset Harrow
Heavy Primary Tillage

G2 features:
-

-

8”x6”x1/2” all welded main frame. 60” wide.
8”x6”x1/2” gang frames
Dual 12.5L, 12 ply tires mounted on 15x10” wheels with HD 8-bolt hubs
Heavy-duty 5” diameter rock-shaft pivots on greasable pillow block bearings
Adjustable gang angle 20° to 27° front to rear
Standard 32”x3/8” Cutout blades with 14”x3/16” backup blades behind each
blade
Welded steel spacer spools to prevent breakage upon impact with solid obstacles
such as rocks.
2¼” round axles
12½” blade spacing
2¾” bore, triple-lip sealed, greasable ball-type, toggle-mounted Protect-O-Shield
bearings
AMCO Protect-O-Shield® bearings feature an exclusive protective shield to
protect its triple seals. Our bearing prevents blown seals and prevents wrap
damage.
AMCO Protect-O-Shield® bearings are guaranteed for 2 full years.
Dual leveling springs compensate automatically on changing ground conditions.
Three tongue position adjustments for both left and right offset positions.
92” long tongue with tongue jack and base hitch clevis
Standard light kit, safety chains, & SMV emblem

-

5”x16”x2½” hydraulic cylinder with special clevis. Includes hose bundle to
tractor.
Standard fabricated steel bearing risers with wear guards and zerk guards
Heavy-duty moldboard type scrapers with 5/8”x3” shanks

AMCO Exclusive Product Performance Guarantee – Repair, Replace, or
Refund: AMCO Guarantees Performance – The best tillage tools deserve the best
guarantee. The AMCO guarantee is simple. If, during the first 30 days, your AMCO
equipment doesn’t perform as promised, and if we don’t make it perform in a reasonable
amount of time, we’ll repair it, replace it, or buy it back.
Optional Equipment:
- Feathering blade with scraper for rear gang
- Optional blade sizes available
• 32”x3/8” Plain blades
• 36”x1/2” Cutout blades

Maintenance Tip:
Gang Bearings – The AMCO G2 offset harrow is equipped with triple lip seal regreasable
ball bearings. These bearings are packed and greased at the factory. They should be
regreased every week or after each 50 hours of operation. Grease the bearings at the end
of each season and at the start of each season. Then raise the harrow and spin the gangs
slowly so that grease wraps around the bearing seals. This will protect the seals against
the elements while the harrow is not in use.
Apply with low pressure, low volume hand grease gun. Use a good No. 2 gun grease
(Lithium Base)

